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have a data stru ture that o ers expe ted ( ) size expe ted (log ) time updates and queries; Clarkson et
al. [1℄ have equivalent bounds. However, the adversary
is greatly weakened in this model: when it wants to insert or remove a vertex, it must hoose a random vertex!
Against the usual adversary, all these data stru ture degenerate to worst ase ( ) depth and ( 2 ) size.
One diÆ ulty in designing dynami data stru tures
for Delaunay point lo ation is that any data stru ture
that expli itly represents the triangulation has a lower
bound of ( ) per update, even in an amortized setting:
the adversary an hange all the triangles with every
insertion if it inserts points on a parabola from right to
left. Assuming we limit ourselves to data stru tures that
represent the triangulation expli itly, this indi ates that
we want a data stru ture with output-sensitive update
times.
In that vein, we an use the deterministi data stru ture of Goodri h and Tamassia [4℄ to obtain ( log )
update time, with ( log ) spa e and (log2 ) query
time, where triangles have been modi ed.
The open problem this work attempts to atta k is:
an we design a data stru ture that a hieves the optimal
( ) spa e and (log ) query time, and fast outputsensitive update time { ideally ( + log )? We do
not solve the problem, but we present tools that may
prove to be useful to analyze it. Our tools are only
proven to work for Delaunay triangulations in the plane,
but most of the te hniques used easily extend to higher
dimensions, so we expe t the entire approa h an be
generalized.
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Point lo ation in dynami Delaunay triangulations is a
problem that as yet has no elegant solution. Current approa hes either only give guarantees against a weakened
adversary, or require superlinear spa e. In this paper we
propose that we should seek intuition from balan ed binary sear h trees, where rotations are used to maintain
a shallow worst- ase depth. We des ribe a (well-known)
data stru ture and a novel and simple algorithm based
on bistellar ips to implement rotation in the stru ture.
The rotation takes time linear in the hange in the data
stru ture. The hope is to provide a tool that would lead
to the design of an eÆ ient dynami Delaunay point loation data stru ture.
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Approa h

The main intuition in this paper is that to solve the
problem in two dimensions, it may be useful to draw on
our experien e with the analogous problem in one dimension. In one dimension, the Delaunay triangulation
is a set of 1-simpli es (segments) de ned by two points
at its extremities, and ontaining no point within its irum ir le (the same segment). In other words, a query
is: given a point on the line, tell me what interval it
lies in. The usual approa h for this is to use a balan ed
binary sear h tree: AVL, red-bla k, splay, treap, and
likely others. All these approa hes share two essential
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Introdu tion
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A major ost in Delaunay mesh re nement algorithms,
where a Delaunay triangulation is re ned by adding new
points to a hieve some quality obje tive (large minimum angle, for instan e), is the subroutine to dis over
in whi h triangle a given andidate point lies. We are
therefore interested in nding fast, simple algorithms to
perform this point lo ation operation. In addition, we
need to be able to maintain the point lo ator through
insertions (as we re ne the mesh) and deletions (as we
oarsen it). While the problem generalizes trivially to
any dimension, we are for the time being mainly interested in handling point sets in the plane.
In the stati ase, Kirkpatri k [5℄ has a deterministi
data stru ture with ( ) size that answers queries in
(log ) time. Constru tion takes ( log ) time.
However, in the dynami ase, no su h bound is
known. Under the so- alled ommunist model [7℄, Mulmuley has data stru tures that o er expe ted ( ) size
data stru tures and expe ted (log ) time updates and
(log2 ) time queries (the update time bound assumes
we have a pointer into the stru ture, perhaps by having done a query beforehand). Also, Devillers et al. [2℄
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features: a binary sear h tree as the underlying data
stru ture, and a method of rebalan ing that transforms
the tree using only the rotation operation. A tree indu es a partial order on the insertion times of the point
it ontains. Rotation orresponds to inverting the insertion order of two points and : before rotation,
is inserted before ; after rotation, pre edes in the
new indu ed partial order. The two points must be adja ent: there annot be another point with insertion
time between and .
Sleator et al [8℄ prove that doing rotations on trees
of nodes is isomorphi to doing bistellar ips on triangulations of onvex ( + 2)-gons. Our onje ture is
that this generalizes: doing rotations in a sear h data
stru ture for Delaunay triangulations is isomorphi to
doing series of bistellar ips on a lass of triangulations
in one higher dimension. This paper demonstrates the
isomorphism for planar Delaunay triangulations.
Our ip-based rotation operation runs in time linear
in the size of the hange of the data stru ture (see Corollary 3), whi h in general is faster than simply tearing
out the parts of the data stru ture related to and and
retriangulating. This is riti al in Delaunay triangulation in the plane and in higher dimensions, be ause the
size of the part of the data stru ture related to any one
vertex an be linear in the number of verti es. Using
bistellar ips makes the ode simple, be ause the usual
approa h to building a Delaunay triangulation already
requires implementing them; the rotation algorithm itself is also simple. Finally, by basing the rotation operation on small atomi ips, the data stru ture is always
valid, whi h allows for parallel a ess to it.
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A ip of order reverses a ip of order (
), so we
only dis uss the ips of order less than 2.
Not every simplex an be eliminated by a single bistellar ip: if is not onvex, Lawson's theorem does
not apply; if is too small (for instan e, in two dimensions, one triangle), there is nothing to ip; if is too
large (only possible in  3) then the bistellar ip is
not de ned, although there may exist a series of ips
that will eventually eliminate .
Figure 1 shows the bistellar ips in 1, 2, and 3 dimensions. In = 1, a -simplex is a segment. The
order-0 ip breaks a segment in two by introdu ing a
new vertex.
In = 2, a -simplex is a triangle. The order-0 ip
again introdu es a vertex, splitting a triangle into three.
There is also a order-1 ip, whi h ips an edge shared
by two triangles, reating two new triangles.
In = 3, a -simplex is a tetrahedron. The order-0
ip now splits a tetrahedron into four. The order-1 ip
takes two tetrahedra that share a triangular fa e , and
pier es with the segment between the apexes of ea h
tetrahedron, produ ing three tetrahedra along that edge
(the fa e and edge are shown in bold in the gure).
Be ause the order-1 ip in two dimensions takes two
triangles to two triangles, it is often alled a 2-2 ip.
Similarly, the order-1 ip in three dimensions is a 2-3
ip, while the order-2 ip is a 3-2 ip.
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We use three main tools in our algorithms and analysis.
On a rst reading of the paper, it may be worthwhile to
skim through the following se tions and return to them
when their usefulness has been fully motivated.
3.1

Order 1 ips

Figure 1: The bistellar ips in dimensions 1, 2, and 3.
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Bistellar Flips

Bistellar ips are a topologi al transformation de ned
on triangulations in any dimension . There are essentially two types: ones that introdu e or remove a vertex
from the triangulation, and ones that ip fa es of the
triangulation.
A non-degenerate geometri bistellar ip { hen eforth, \bistellar ip" { of order takes as input a ( )simplex (an edge, for instan e). Let be the set of
-simpli es that in lude . If forms a onvex spa e
and has + 2 verti es, then a theorem of Lawson [6℄
implies that there are exa tly two triangulations of the
verti es: one that in ludes and one that instead inludes the -simplex made up from the other verti es.
A bistellar ip moves between the two triangulations.
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lifting map

The paraboli lifting map takes points in Rd to the
paraboloid in Rd+1 . That is, a pointP = h 1
di
is mapped to + = h 1
= di=1 2i i. The
d
axis gives us a well-de ned notion of up and down in
arbitrary dimensions.
We study the paraboli lifting map be ause it exposes
a onne tion between the Delaunay triangulation and
the lower onvex hull on the paraboloid. Given a set
 Rd , the ( + 1)-dimensional lower onvex hull of
+ proje ted ba k down to Rd is the Delaunay triangulation of . Figure 2 shows this pro ess for = 1.
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algorithm will never ip out from . When splitting the
segment , it will be repla ed by two subsegments. The
history DAG will have a pointer from to its two subsegments. In other words, the history DAG in this ase
is a normal binary sear h tree.
In dimension = 2, a -simplex is a triangle. Splitting a triangle reates three new triangles that partition
the spa e of . Flips are important now; they take 2 triangles and ip the edge between them to reate two new
triangles. This means that the stru ture is no longer a
tree, although it remains a y li .
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Figure 2: The paraboli lifting map in one dimension.
First, we lift the points on the line to the parabola.
Then we take the onvex hull, and proje t the fa ets
(segments) of the onvex hull ba k down to the line.
3.3
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The history DAG

3.3.2

Insertion of a new vertex into an existing Delaunay
triangulation in dimensions an be done by the following algorithm, paraphrased from Edelsbrunner and
Shah [3℄. Consult their paper for a proof of its orre tness (and of its running time).
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nd the -simplex that ontains
split into + 1 simpli es using a 0-order
bistellar ip
3. while a neighbouring -simplex 0 ontains
in its ir um ir le,
3.1 destroy 0 : perform an order 1 bistellar ip
on the ( 1)-simplex through whi h 0
is a neighbour
Seed the algorithm by reating a large -simplex in
whi h all the points will t. This is for simpli ity of
exposition, and is not fundamental.
We an maintain a data stru ture that des ribes the
history of the run of the algorithm: upon splitting a
simplex , set a pointer from to the +1 new simpli es
that repla e it. Similarly, upon ipping a ( 1)-simplex
(in = 2, this is an edge), set a pointer from the two
simpli es on either side of to the new ones reated
by ipping .
Sin e this data stru ture is a y li and represents the
history of the algorithm, it is termed the history DAG.
We say a simplex is buried by the simplex that repla ed
it. We say a simplex is a leaf if no simplex buries it
{ noti e that a leaf is a Delaunay fa et. Finally, the
bounding simplex is the root.
The history DAG an be used to implement the sear h
for the simplex that ontains . Starting with being
the root, we look at the simpli es that buried and
re ur into the single simplex that ontains , returning
the leaf we ome to.
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= 1 and = 2
In dimension = 1, a -simplex is a segment. A segment
on the line an only have a point inside its ir um ir le
if the point is inside the segment, therefore when inserting points into the 1- Delaunay triangulation, the
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Rotations in 2-d

It's already been known for almost 20 years that rotation in a tree (the 1-d Delaunay point lo ation stru ture) is a bistellar ip in one higher dimension. Here we
show that rotation in the 2-d Delaunay point lo ation
stru ture { the history DAG { is a series of bistellar
ips in three dimensions. There are two main di eren es between the 1-d and the 2-d ases: one point now
orresponds to a set of simpli es (a tent ) in our DAG;
and our DAG is not a tree. In one dimension, and
an be rotated if they are parent and hild. In two
dimensions, they must be not only parent and hild but
also no third vertex may have part of its tent overlying
if also overlies tent( ).
A key observation is that during the rotation operation, nothing happens to simpli es outside of tent( ) [
tent( ). Therefore, the surfa e of the rotation region
(the exposed lower fa es { initially, the lower fa es of
tent( ), plus the lower fa es of tent( ) that tent( ) does
not bury) does not hange; and similarly with the base
of the rotation region.
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Lifting the history DAG

The history DAG has an elegant interpretation in the
lifting map. Splitting a fa e (a -simplex) orresponds
to reating a ( +1)-simplex with one fa e (the fa e that
was split) on the top, and the other fa es (the + 1
new fa es) on the bottom. Similarly, ipping a ( 1)simplex is lling in the spa e below the two -simpli es
by reating a ( +1)-simplex that has the two -simpli es
as fa es on top, and the remaining fa es on the bottom. Thus the nodes of the history DAG orrespond to
simpli es in a simpli ial omplex that lls the onvex
losure of the set of points lifted to the paraboloid.
In = 2, the set of tetrahedra reated by inserting
a vertex de nes a shape not unlike a ir us pavillion:
some number of poles holding up anvas, meeting in a
point. Be ause of this, we all this set the tent( ). Using the same analogy, the triangles that were on the
surfa e before but are buried by the tent( ) are alled
the base( ). These de nitions trivially generalize to arbitrary dimension.
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In the algorithm, is a stru ture that allows the
onstant-time operations push to add an element, pop
to remove an arbitrary element, and remove to remove
a given element. Despite the naming, need not be a
queue or a sta k: ordering is not important.
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With the ma hinery we have brought to bear on this
problem, we are now in a good position to begin onsidering not only how, but when and where to perform
rotations. Unfortunately, a ompletely straightforward
appli ation of binary tree te hniques may not dire tly
work. In parti ular, we have investigated implementing
a treap analogue.
A treap is a binary sear h tree with the added property that every point inserted into the tree gets a random priority. The priorities are kept in heap order via
rotations. Equivalently, the priority is a virtual insertion time, and the tree is made to be indistinguishable
from having inserted the points in the random order.
Be ause a sear h tree built in random order has (lg )
depth, so does the treap.
We an easily generalize this to the Delaunay history
DAG and our rotation operation { indeed, we have implemented this. However, it is not true that a Delaunay
DAG built in random order is shallow: in fa t, there
are point sets on whi h the depth is linear with high
probability.
Despite this negative result, we know that there is
an insertion order that indu es a shallow DAG: Kirkpatri k's algorithm produ es one. Therefore, we expe t
that there is a rotation-based algorithm for maintaining
a shallow Delaunay point lo ation data stru ture.
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Rotate(a, b,

K)

all tetrahedra in tent( ) des endant of
that have both and
2. while not empty
2.1 pop from
2.2 if has a legal bistellar ip
2.2.1 let be the tetrahedra in the ip
2.2.2 remove all tetrahedra from if present
2.2.3 perform the bistellar ip ! 0
2.2.4 push onto the tetrahedra of 0 that
have both and
To nd a valid ip for a tetrahedron , we form all
ombinations of and its neighbours. In a valid ip
, all tetrahedra have , at least one (namely, ) has
, the tetrahedra ll their onvex hull, and all tetrahedra are within the rotation region. We an he k the
last restri tion by numbering verti es by an insertion
order that yields the DAG. A tetrahedron that has a
vertex numbered higher than or is below the rotation region and thus annot be involved in a valid ip.
A tetrahedron above the rotation region annot have
on it.
For la k of spa e, we present here only a sket h of the
orre tness of the approa h; the detailed proofs are in
the full paper at www. g. a.
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Proposition 2 Non-sti k: Unless we have rea hed
the end of the algorithm, every ip brings us to a
state in whi h another ip an be done.

Together, these two propositions mean that the algorithm terminates (sin e there is a nite amount of
work to be done) with the orre t answer (sin e it does
not stop unless all of the work has been done). As a
orollary to Proposition 1, we an ompute the running
time:
Corollary 3 The algorithm terminates after doing a
number of ips equal to the number of triangles in
base(a) on whi h b en roa hes. Furthermore, the algorithm only does onstant work per ip.

The algorithm assumes that it is given the keystone
tetrahedron { that is, the rst tetrahedron in tent( )
that has both and on it. In fa t, all we need to know
is a tetrahedron that has both and : from that, we
an sear h both up and down to ll . However, if no
su h tetrahedron is known, we would have to sear h the
tent( ), whi h would hange the asymptoti s if tent( )
is large ompared to the hange in the data stru ture.
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Proposition 1 Progress: Every ip we perform
produ es at least one tetrahedron of the nal result.
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